Ensemble Link Predictor for Heterogeneous Complex Networks
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Abstract—Link prediction in complex networks aims to explore similarities between node pairs. Recently, link prediction has been considered in the presence of network heterogeneity which makes the majority of the homogeneous link prediction approaches infeasible. A meta-structure, known as meta-path, has been proposed to explore such networks. Generating good meta-paths and selecting the best of them introduce some new challenges to link prediction problem. In this paper, a new ensemble-based link prediction approach is proposed in heterogeneous complex networks. This approach consists of three steps: (i) a set of meta-paths are selected such that each of them represents a different semantic between the target node pairs; (ii) a feature vector is extracted for each node pair using each meta-path; (iii) an ensemble of learners would be established on different feature sets. The final link predictor is obtained after the ensemble aggregation. The results on DBLP network show that the proposed approach has more accurate predictions than a single meta-path based link predictor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many real-world systems are modeled as complex networks in order to exploit the dependencies between a group of linked entities. When entities are appeared in different types, the system can be modeled as a heterogeneous complex network (HCN). Among the well-known HCNs, Heterogeneous Information Networks (HINs) have been well studied in recent years which have many real-world examples including bibliographic, Flickr, Twitter, and healthcare networks [1].

Mining interesting links in complex networks is a crucial issue. The aim of this problem, known as link prediction, is to exploit the potential relationships between any pair of entities which has many interesting applications in real networks such as: extracting potential interactions between two proteins in PPI networks [2], friendship recommendation in online social networks, detecting spam emails [3], detecting selfish nodes in mobile social networks [4], and collaboration and citation prediction in bibliographic networks [5].
Network sparsity, network size, and extracting similarity features are three main challenges in link prediction problem. Most of the proposed link predictors assume the network is homogeneous. These approaches are divided into three categories [6]. In the first category, local similarity features are extracted from the network. These measures are generally based on the neighborhood set $N(x)$ or degree connectivity $D(x)$ of each individual node $x$. Although, they are computationally efficient, their accuracy is poor. In the second category, global similarity measures are extracted which are mainly based on the shortest path between the node pairs. These measures provide better accuracy but their computational complexities are high. In the third category, a model is assumed for the existing network and the likelihood of the model is maximized by a probabilistic technique. It has been shown that the probabilistic link prediction methods become slow when the network grows in size. Moreover, it depends on a prior assumption about the network. A good survey of link predictions methods has been provided in [6].

In HCNs, different types of entities and relationships add some new challenges for predicting links. In this regard, the concept of meta-path has been proposed in order to explain the relation of the pair nodes in HCNs. A meta-path is sequence of nodes and edges types that follows a network schema. In Fig. 1 the network schema of DBLP network and a typical meta-path are shown.

In recent years, a number of studies have been worked on the concept of meta-paths. In [7], [8], [9], and [10], new meta-path based similarity measures have been proposed denoted as Path Count, Path Constraint Random Walk, PathSim, and HeteSim, respectively. Using these measures, the prediction of the relationships between two node types can be derived. For example, in DBLP network [11], they can be used for predicting the co-authorships or future citations between a pair of authors or papers, respectively.

In [12] a recommender system has been proposed that considers different recommendation factors via different meta-paths. In [13] meta-path based Heterogeneous Collective Link Prediction (HCC) has been proposed that effectively assigns entity class to one type of objects in the network. The proposed HCC model can exploit a large number of different types of dependencies among objects simultaneously [13].

In [14], the problem of collective prediction of multiple types of links in heterogeneous information networks has been studied. The authors introduce the linkage homophily principle and design a relatedness measure, called RM, between different types of objects to compute the existence probability of a link. Also, an iterative framework for heterogeneous collective link prediction, called as HCLP, has been proposed to predict multiple types of links collectively by exploiting diverse and complex linkage information in heterogeneous information networks.

Automatic discovery of meta-paths in large scale HCNs has been studied in [15]. In the proposed method, the users are asked to provide example pairs of nodes that exhibit high proximity. Then, generating meta-path that best explain the given node pairs are investigated by a greedy algorithm.

Associating a feature vector and a binary $\{0, 1\}$ label to each node pair, link prediction problem can be considered as a two-class learning problem [16]. In [17], a supervised link predictor, denoted as MLI (Multi-network Link Identifier), has been proposed in partially aligned social networks. The authors define a set of meta-social-paths in the network and extract some topological features per meta-path. Integrating the features, the link predictor is achieved after optimizing a probabilistic learning method in which one optimization function is assigned to each aligned network. Transferring information between the aligned networks in MLI method leads to achieve the higher accuracy.

All the proposed meta-path based link predictors deal with three main challenges: defining and generating valid/useful meta-paths, selecting the best meta-paths, and extracting meta-path based similarity measures. In this paper, an ensemble link predictor is proposed in three steps. Firstly, a set of meta-paths is selected that covers different semantics between the node pairs. Next, some topological features are extracted based on each meta-path for each node pair. Then, by using the feature sets on a learning algorithm, an ensemble of link predictors would be obtained. Finally, the result which will be aggregated to compute the final predictor. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

- Learning an ensemble of link predictors and combining them leads a better coverage on the dependency relations between the node pairs. This reduces the negative impact of the meta-path selection task by decreasing the probability of missing high accurate meta-paths.

![Fig. 1. (a) Network schema of DBLP network [24]; (b) an example of a meta-path A-P-P-A.](image-url)
In order to deal with the network sparsity and consequently imbalanced data problem, Twin SVM is employed which inherently has been proposed for imbalanced data sets. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first meta-path based supervised framework for predicting links in HCNs.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the problem is formulated. The proposed ensemble link predictor is introduced in section 3 and is evaluated in section 4. Finally, the last section is concluding remarks.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, basic concepts used in this paper and the problem of heterogeneous link prediction are formally stated.

A. Terminology Definitions

Definition 1. Heterogeneous Complex Network: A complex network is heterogeneous if it contains different types of nodes and links. A heterogeneous complex network can be represented as a graph \( G = \langle \Gamma, E \rangle \), in which \( \Gamma = \{V_1, \ldots, V_m\} \) and \( E = \{E_1, \ldots, E_n\} \) denote the union of different node sets and heterogeneous link sets, respectively.

The network used in this paper is DBLP. It is a heterogeneous information network in which four types of nodes are exist: Authors (A), Papers (P), Venues (V), and Terms (T). In the proposed approach, the nodes of type \( T \) have been omitted and therefore \( \Gamma = \{A, P, V\} \).

Definition 2. Network Schema: The network schema is a meta-structure defined over \( G = \langle \Gamma, E \rangle \). It is constructed using an object type mapping as \( \phi : \Gamma \rightarrow \Omega \) and a link mapping as \( \psi : E \rightarrow R \) where \( \Omega \) and \( R \) denote the node and link type sets, respectively. Therefore, a network schema can be represented as \( T_G = \langle \Omega, R \rangle \).

In Fig. 1, \( \Omega \) contains four node types as \( A, P, V, \) and \( T \) and \( R \) includes any link type between these types.

Definition 3. Meta Path: A meta-path \( P \) is defined over the network schema \( T_G = \langle \Omega, R \rangle \). It refers to a composite relation between any pair of nodes with types \( \Omega_i, \Omega_j \), and the following form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Omega_i \xrightarrow{R_1} \Omega_{i+1} & \xrightarrow{R_2} \ldots \xrightarrow{R_{j-i}} \Omega_j
\end{align*}
\]

A meta-path is called symmetric (asymmetric) if the corresponding composite relation is symmetric (asymmetric). Also, the length of a meta-path is defined as the number of links in the corresponding composite relation.

Definition 4. Path Instance: Given a meta-path \( P \) in \( T_G = \langle \Omega, R \rangle \), a path \( p = (p_1, \ldots, p_L) \) is called a path instance of \( P \), if \( \phi(p_i) = \Omega_i \) for all \( p_i \in p \). In other words, a path instance of a meta-path \( P \) is any path \( p \) that follows the meta-structure of \( P \).

In HCNs, it has been shown that the most important topological features of meta-paths are computed by counting the number of path instances between any pair of nodes.

B. Heterogeneous Link Prediction

Suppose a heterogeneous complex network is given as \( G = \langle \Gamma, E \rangle \). Also, assume that the similarity measures of any node pair \((x, y) \in E \cup E' \) is defined in a feature vector \( F \) where \( E' = M \setminus E \) and \( M \) is the set of all possible links of type \( (\phi(x), \phi(y)) \). Now, the aim of link prediction is to obtain a score function \( f : F \rightarrow R \) that assigns a real score from \( R \) to a given feature vector from \( F \).

If the score of each link is chosen from the set of \([-1, +1]\), the link prediction problem can be considered as a two-class classification problem. In this case, a set of example of node pairs is firstly selected. Then, the label of each node pair is set to +1 or -1 according to the existence or non-existence of that link. Now, a learning algorithm can be applied on the feature space \( F \) and class labels \([-1, +1]\). The focus of this paper is on the supervised link prediction. As stated in definition 1, DBLP network has been chosen for the experiments and the goal is to predicting the coauthorships.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, the proposed approach is described in two steps. In the first step, constructing an ensemble of link predictors based on the selected meta-paths is introduced. In the second step, the method of ensemble aggregation is discussed.

A. Constructing an ensemble of link predictors

Meta-Paths: From the network schema of DBLP shown in Fig. 1, the nodes of type \( T \) have been omitted. Instead, a set of terms is extracted for each venue. Then, a Pearson score is computed between the venue nodes according to their associated terms. Dosing this, two venues will have a relation if their Pearson score is equal or greater than 0.75.

From the constructed network, three meta-paths are selected as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
P_1 &= \text{Author} \xrightarrow{\text{writes}} \text{Paper} \xrightarrow{\text{published}} \text{Venue} \\
P_2 &= \text{Author} \xrightarrow{\text{writes}} \text{Paper} \xrightarrow{\text{cites}} \text{Paper} \\
P_3 &= \text{Author} \xrightarrow{\text{writes}} \text{Paper} \xrightarrow{\text{published}} \text{Venue} \xrightarrow{\text{HasSameSco}} \text{Venue} \xrightarrow{\text{published}} \text{Paper} \xrightarrow{\text{writes}} \text{Author}
\end{align*}
\]

where -1 denotes to the inverse relation. Each meta-path shows a different semantic and describes the authors dependencies from a different point of view. For example, the first meta-path measures the similarity of two authors based on their published papers by a single publisher. Although, the above meta-paths have been selected practically, it is possible to use more meta-paths and increase the ensemble size.

Feature Extraction. In order to exploit the future co-authorships between an author pair, three topological features are extracted for each defined meta-path.
- **Path Count (PC).** Using definition 4, given a meta-path \( P, PC_P(A_i, A_j) \) is computed by counting the number of path instances between two authors \( A_i \) and \( A_j \) following \( P \). Simply, the larger the number of paths satisfy a meta-path, the more similar the author pair is [15].

- **Normalized Path Count (NPC).** This measure normalizes the PC measure by the degree of each author as follows:

\[
NPC_P(A_i, A_j) = \frac{PC_P(A_i, A_j) + PC_P(A_j, A_i)}{PC_P(A_i, A_i) + PC_P(A_j, A_j)}
\]

where \( PC_P(A_i, A_i) \) is the number of path instances starting from \( A_i \) following \( P \), and \( PC_P(A_j, A_j) \) is the number of path instances ending to \( A_j \) following \( P \). This measure penalizes the nodes that have very high degree.

- **Random Walk (RW).** This measure defines the similarity of two authors \( A_i \) and \( A_j \) as a random walk starting at \( A_i \), following meta-path \( P \), and ending at \( A_j \). \( RW_P(A_i, A_j) \) is computed as follows:

\[
RW_P(A_i, A_j) = \frac{PC_P(A_i, A_j)}{PC_P(A_i, A_i)}
\]

**Ensemble Construction.** Each meta-path can be used as an independent link predictor. The major drawback of using a single meta-path as a predictor is that it might not make accurate predictions for all node pairs. The idea of ensemble link predictor, proposed in this paper, is to keep all the discovered meta-path in an ensemble.

Suppose a set of training author pairs is given. In order to construct the ensemble, three topological features, formulated as in above, are extracted based on each meta-path for the given training pairs. So, three training sets are created. Now, a learning algorithm can be applied on each training set to obtain a link predictor. To do this, Twin Support Vector Machine (TSVM) algorithm is used.

Inherently, TSVM has been known as an imbalanced-data based classifier in the literature. Moreover, it is 4 times faster than simple SVM [18]. Recalling the main challenges of link prediction problem from section 1, TSVM might obtain promising results.

Suppose the positive and negative training author pairs are given in two matrices \( [A^+]_{nxk} \) and \( [A^-]_{nxk} \), respectively. The number of dimensions \( k \) is 3 in our work. The linear TSVM finds two non-parallel hyperplanes in \( R^k \) as:

\[
x^T w_1 + b_1 = 0
\]

\[
x^T w_2 + b_2 = 0
\]

such that each hyperplane is proximal to data points of one class and as far as possible from the data points of the other class [23]. In Eq. (3) and (4) \( w_1, w_2 \in R^d \) and \( b_1, b_2 \in R \). An author pair will have collaboration in future if its feature vector in \( R^k \) space be closest to the first hyperplane in Eq. (3). The linear TSVM solves two quadratic problems, one for each class, as Eq. (5) and (6):

\[
\min_{w_i, b_i} \frac{1}{2} ||A^+ w_i + e_i b_i|| + c_i e_i^T \lambda_i
\]

\[
s.t. - (A^- w_i + e_i b_i) + \lambda_i \geq e_i, \lambda_i \geq 0
\]

\[
\min_{w_i, b_i} \frac{1}{2} ||A^- w_i + e_i b_i|| + c_i e_i^T \lambda_i
\]

\[
s.t. - (A^+ w_i + e_i b_i) + \lambda_i \geq e_i, \lambda_i \geq 0
\]

where \( c_1, c_2 > 0 \) are penalty factors, \( e_i \) and \( e_2 \) are two vectors of 1s, and \( \lambda_i \) and \( \lambda_2 \) are two slack variable vectors. If the feature vector of an author pair is represented by \( x \), its label is determined by:

\[
\arg \min_i \frac{1}{||w_i||} |x^T w_i + b_i|
\]

which yields +1 or -1.

**Ensemble Aggregation.** The output of the link predictors in the ensemble should be aggregated after training. There are a number of aggregation techniques including majority voting and LSE-based weighted voting as two linear combination methods, and double-layer hierarchical SVM as a nonlinear technique [19]. In our experimental results, the majority voting has been used as follows.

Let \( f_j (j = 1, \ldots, K) \) be the decision function of the \( l \)-th link predictor in the ensemble. If \( N^+ \) and \( N^- \) denote to the number of link predictors that vote respectively to class +1 and -1, a given test author pair \( x \) is assigned to class +1 if \( N^+ \geq N^- \), and -1 in otherwise. The steps of the proposed approach have been shown in Fig. 2.

**IV. EXPERIMENTS**

**A. Data Set**

DBLP [11] is a heterogeneous information network which is frequently used in the study of heterogeneous complex networks [20]. The used dataset in this paper [21] contains 1,712,433 authors, 2,092,356 papers, 4,258,615 co-authorships, and 8,024,869 citations. Following [25], a sub-graph of this network has been selected in which there are 5 papers for each author. Accordingly, the selected sub-graph contains 35832 authors, 170035 papers, 6225 co-authorships, 70480 citations, and 35443 publishers with 141161 same-scope relations. In order to create the training and test sets for co-authorships prediction,
Fig. 2. The steps of the proposed ensemble link predictor.

As it is shown, the size of the ensemble equals to the number discovered-selected meta-path from the network schema. The network has been considered in two time periods. The sub-network with papers published in [2000, 2010] has been used for training and the sub-network including papers published in [2011, 2014] has been used for the test. From the first sub-network, 4353 positive samples and 43530 negative samples have been selected randomly. So, the imbalance ratio is 0.1. Similarly, 1650 positive samples and 16500 negative samples have been chosen from the second sub-network.

B. Prediction Accuracy.

The prediction accuracy of the proposed ensemble link predictor has been shown in Table 1. As it is shown the proposed approach obtains an accuracy better than each single link predictor as well as the PathSim [9]. Its accuracy is $\%3.92$ better than PathSim and $\%11.92$, $\%7.62$, and $\%17.26$ better than the first, second, and third meta-paths respectively. Thus, it can be inferred an ensemble of link predictors works better that a single meta-path based predictor Also, three meta-paths have been ranked according to their accuracies. As it is shown in Table 1, the weights of the three meta-paths are computed as 0.33, 0.36, and 0.29 respectively. This shows that the prediction accuracy is decreased when the length or the number of different object types in the meta-path increases. The negative impact of the meta-path length has also been discussed in [22].

C. Computational Complexity

In feature extraction step, the time complexity is proportional to the structure of the longest meta-path, i.e. A-P-V-V-P-A. In this regard, the required time to extract $PC$ for the $j$th author pair is $O(k_{12}^j \times k_{23}^j \times 1 \times k_{45}^j \times k_{56}^j)$ where $k_{i,j+1}$ refers to the number of relations between the object types $i$ and $i+1$ in the meta-path. Thus, the time complexity for all $n$ example pairs is $O(\sum_{j=1}^{n} k_{12}^j \times k_{23}^j \times 1 \times k_{45}^j \times k_{56}^j)$ which can be simplified to $O(nk_{12}^a \times k_{23}^a \times 1 \times k_{45}^a \times k_{56}^a)$ where $k_{i,j}$ denotes to the average degree between the object types $i$ and $i+1$ in the meta-path. The time complexity of two other features is in the order of computing $PC$. In the learning step, the time complexity is proportional to standard SVM algorithm. It has been known that the complexity of SVM is no more than $O((m+n)^3)$ where $m+n$ is the number of training author pairs [18]. Accordingly, the complexity of TSVM is in the order of $O\left(\frac{1}{4}\left((m+n)^3\right)\right)$, i.e. 4 times faster than SVM.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new ensemble-based link prediction approach has been proposed. The idea of the proposed approach is to define different semantics in a number of meta-paths and learn an independent link predictor based on each meta-path. Keeping different meta-paths brings a promising opportunity to obtain a better coverage on the pairing nodes. The experimental results on DBLP as a large-scale complex network, show that the proposed approach obtains higher accuracy compared to each single link predictor. Moreover, thanks to fast running time of TSVM, the size of the network and training sets have not been found as an obstacle. Another advantage of using TSVM is to overcome the network sparsity and imbalanced data issues in link prediction problem.

However, the prediction accuracy of the proposed approach should be improved further. In this regard, more meta-paths as well as the other topological features can be used. Also, applying the proposed supervised framework on the weighted network and extracting weighted meta-paths are placed in our future work.
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